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Media One Hotel are proud to launch the Al Haq Collection as their
Ramadan Art Exhibition, featuring original works from Shazeaa Ingar
From Sunday 14th June, Sahzeaa Ingar will be displaying the Al Haq Collection at Dubai’s Media City’s vibrant
hotel, Media One, throughout the Holy Month of Ramadan; offering a unique experience for the community
to appreciate the beauty of this expressive, contemporary style of art that complements modern living,
especially in the Arab region.

This exclusive exhibition will last until July 24th at Media One Hotel. The ‘Al- Haq’ Collection is a series of
paintings that explore the ‘truth’ of the Islamic culture as interpreted by Shazeaa. The modern take on
classical calligraphy and the complex meaning behind each will resonate with a wide audience.

Shazeaa finds most of her inspiration for her letter forms from an impressive collection of ancient manuscripts
of the Holy Quran that her and her husband have collected over the years. She transforms the classical styles
to create new forms and compositions that create a visually stimulating and moving effect against a backdrop
of colour where she explores human psychology in all its glory through the expression of abstract and
contemporary fine art.

She first showed her work in the theatre Royal England, and since then has shown the ‘Haalah Collection’ in
Dubai in 2011 the ‘Harf Collection’ in 2013 and participated in many art festivals in the UAE. Her work has
been chosen for the Al-Qassimi foundation Fine Arts Festival Ras Al Khaimah in 2014 and most recently she
decided to engage with audiences by live painting at the Street Nights Art Dubai event where she produced
some of the work for the ‘Al Haq’ Collection

Shazeaa, stated, “I am pleased to be working on this collaboration with Media One Hotel during Ramadan, as i
became enlightened with the beauty of Islamic calligraphy when I moved to Dubai and this gives me a further
opportunity to pursue my artistic creativity.

An interpretation of contemporary calligraphy could be ‘writing without rules’ as demonstrated by the work
on display, which captures the elegance of the Arabic written word and its use in traditional and
contemporary artwork.

Mark Lee, General Manager stated, “Media One Hotel regularly opens its doors to renowned artists in a bid to
make art more accessible, allowing the public access to the artists’ great works 24/7, so they have no need to
feel shy about entering the world of art galleries. This varied collection first came to our attention at Art Dubai
and the sweeping calligraphic shapes complement the contemporary setting of our hotel. When visiting the
exhibition guests will be able to identify how the works are characterised by contemporary Arabic influences
and rich, layered colours”.

Media One’s lobby will proudly host this collection to encourage everyone to explore and understand more
about this unique technique; the word calligraphy comes from the Greek – kallos, which means beauty; plus
graphe, which means writing and all the pieces on display are visually beautiful.
For more information please visit http://www.mediaonehotel.com
-ENDS-

About Media One Tower:
Located in the bustling area of Dubai Media City, Media One is a mixed use development comprising a hotel
and offices.
The hotel, tailored to the savvy business traveller, occupies the first 23 floors of the 43 story tower and offers
a collection of cafes, bars and restaurants, a gym, outdoor pool and terrace.
It also houses state-of-the-art conference facilities, a fully equipped business centre and a selection of retail
outlets, with a spacious lobby and ample parking.
The upper 20 floors of the property is dedicated office space, accessible through a separate entrance and
lobby area with easy entry to the hotel facilities.
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